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0 of 0 review helpful Well written Historical Fiction By Renebean This story begins during WW 11 when a family of 
German Jews have no choice but to escape to Shanghai Without giving away the story the main character is a 
physician who tries to save his family and help the refugees This story is compelling and I could not put it down I love 
the writer s style and it flows easily I just bought the sequel and can t wai Weaving together intrigue medical drama 
and romance The Far Side of the Sky by Daniel Kalla brings to life an extraordinary and little known chapter of the 
Second World War Stirring and fast paced the novel is a sweeping account of a world in tumult and a moving saga 
about courage in the darkest of times November 9 1938 Kristallnacht The Nazis unleash a night of terror upon German 
and Austrian Jews Franz Adler a widowed Jewish surgeon experie ldquo Combining his medical background with 
meticulous research Kalla has written the best sort of historical fiction in which individual lives are shaken by the 
tectonic forces of history and then miraculously reconstructed rdquo David Layton auth 
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